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ABSTRACT
Independent living skills are extremely important for individuals with developmental
disabilities as these skills aide in autonomy, lessen the burden on caregivers, and assist with
integration into the community. An important skill that should be targeted is purchasing skills.
Teaching purchasing skills can bring individuals into contact with new environments and access
to items that would not have been available for them to access independently before learning the
skill. Traditional purchasing skills often target teaching money and math skills. However, as
technology advances, these skills are not only hard to teach to various individuals but may be
outdated. There have been a few studies that targeted teaching purchasing skills to individuals
using forms other than cash. This study taught debit card purchasing skills using a multiple
baseline across participants design to individuals with developmental disabilities and evaluated
the effects of using multiple exemplar training on generalization to novel settings. All three study
participants showed improved performance after training by demonstrating 87% or more of the
steps accurately in the natural setting during post-training generalization probes to the trained
stores (average across the three participants and three stores was 90%). Two out of three
participants generalized the skill to a novel store with at least 90% accuracy. The third
participant generalized the skill to a novel store with 83% accuracy. Maintenance probes were
conducted for two of the three participants and those two participants were able to maintain the
skill well above baseline accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
Many individuals with a developmental disability have deficits in independent living
skills and rely on caregivers to complete these skills for them (Gray et al., 2014). Grocery
shopping, showering, and cleaning are common skills that individuals with developmental
disabilities both struggle with and need to complete in their daily lives. There is extensive
research targeting teaching life skills such as shopping, cleaning, and vocational skills to
individuals with intellectual disabilities (e.g., Cannella-Malone et al., 2006; Bates, Cuvo, Miner,
& Korabek, 2001; Neef, Lensbower, Hockersmith, DePalma, & Gray, 1990). However, research
is lacking specific to purchasing skills. Often outdated payment methods are taught such as using
cash rather than credit or debit cards (Mechling, Gast, & Barthold, 2003). Purchasing skills are
vital skills in today’s society as they are needed for buying necessary items, paying bills, or
shopping for leisure. However, persons with disabilities may not have opportunities to learn
these skills as caregivers often complete the task for them. Just as one would teach cooking or
cleaning, once individuals reach an appropriate age and have prerequisite skills to shop in the
community, it is vital that caregivers teach purchasing skills. Persons with disabilities have the
right to be in the least restrictive environment and to programs that teach functional skills
(VanHouten et al., 1988). If persons with disabilities lack these skills and interventions are not
being implemented to rectify the deficits, their personal rights may be violated. Therefore,
training purchasing skills should be a main concern with older individuals as these skills increase
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independence and access to the community, and promote important social skills in the
community (Yakubova & Taber-Doughty, 2013).
According to Mechling et al.(2003), current methods for teaching purchasing skills
include giving the person a specified amount of money (Bates et al., 2001), picture prompting
(Gardill & Browder, 1995), the “next dollar strategy” (Colyer & Collins, 1996), or the use of a
calculator to find the total (Frederick-Dugan, Test, & Varn, 1991).
Although there have been promising results in studies using these interventions, there
have been limitations as well. In each of the previously listed studies, the dollar value of
purchases were under 20 dollars. This amount may suffice for some purchases, however, higher
dollar amounts may be needed for other purchases such as groceries or a movie night. Likewise,
the use of picture prompts and other non-discrete prompts may be stigmatizing for individuals
(Scott, Collins, Knight, & Kleinert, 2013). Finally, the use of teaching purchasing skills by using
cash may be obsolete. According to reports released by NASDAQ, in 2012 the number of debit
card payment transactions were 47 billion, compared to only 8.3 billion in 2000 (Holmes, 2015).
In 2014, the average monthly debit card transaction at the point of sale was 21.2 while the
average monthly use of an ATM to withdraw cash had declined by 41% since reports from 2005
(Holmes, 2015). These reports suggest a large increase in the number of people using debit cards,
rather than cash, to complete purchases. Using debit cards for purchasing, rather than cash
methods, may be less stigmatizing for individuals with disabilities, especially if using debit cards
rather than cash is beginning to be the normative behavior for purchasing in the community.
Several studies have evaluated less stigmatizing ways to teach debit card usage within the
community by using technology centered intervention strategies. Computer based picture
prompting, interactive software, video prompting, and audio prompts embedded in video
2

prompts have been successful interventions for teaching debit card usage (Alberto, Cihak, &
Gamma, 2005; Davies, Stock, & Wehmeyer, 2003; Mechling et al., 2003; Rowe, & Test, 2013;
Scott et al., 2013). The common limitation with these studies is that the skill did not generalize
to novel machines. For example, Mechling, et al. (2003) used computer based instruction to
teach debit card use at various stores. Training included picture prompts and video modeling of
automatic payment machine (APM) at one specific grocery, department, and drug store.
Although skills were performed correctly at stores simulated in trainings, the skills did not
generalize to novel stores suggesting a failure to train a sufficient amount of multiple exemplars
during training. A similar situation occurred when Scott et al. (2013) evaluated the feasibility of
teaching three individuals with moderate intellectual disabilities to operate an ATM by using an
iPod with video modeling and embedded audio prompts during the transaction. However, even
with the prompting procedure used during generalization probes, it was not enough to generalize
the skills to a novel ATM, because the prompts only sampled one stimulus.
Studies suggest that using general case programming when teaching skills facilitates
generalization to novel stimuli in the natural environment and may combat limitations in the
previous studies (Neef et al., 1990; Rowe & Test, 2013). Rowe and Test (2013) used general
case programming and simulated stimuli to teach four individuals with EBD and learning
disabilities to use an APM and track their finances. The participants were taught in the classroom
setting with simulated stimuli that sampled a wide range of stimuli and response topographies,
then probed for generalization in community stores. The skill generalized and maintained to
novel stores around the community after training. Although, general case programming was
effective for teaching debit card usage to these individuals, it has never been evaluated in
populations with intellectual or developmental disabilities.
3

Another limitation in computer based instruction is often the materials are expensive or
time costly to make. Practitioners must be proficient with the technology they are using and have
some level of expertise in editing video/audio stimuli used during trainings. In both Neef et al.
(1990) and Rowe and Test (2013) materials were easily accessible, easy to make, and very
inexpensive. Neef et al. (1990) made different washing machine stimuli out of cardboard and old
washing machine parts. Rowe and Test (2013) used an APM that anyone can purchase through
Amazon and took pictures to show the components in the purchasing skill chain. This suggests
that the methods and materials used may be easier and cheaper to replicate for both practitioners
and parents.
The purpose of the current study was to teach debit card purchasing skills to individuals with
intellectual or developmental disabilities using inexpensive recreations of APM machine sample
screens. We evaluated the effectiveness of general case programming with simulated stimuli in
acquiring and generalizing the skill of using APM’s. This study evaluated the following research
questions:
1. To what extent does using simulated stimuli increase the correct use of an APM during
contrived settings?
2. To what extent does the correct use of an APM generalize to novel settings when using a
general case programming approach using multiple exemplars?
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CHAPTER 2:
METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
Three participants (pseudonyms listed below) diagnosed with developmental disabilities
were recruited from a pre-employment readiness class at an adult day training program. This
class included higher functioning adults with pre-employment readiness skills (e.g., lower
instances of severe problem behaviors, ability to read and write on a 1st grade or higher level,
ability to follow complex instructions, etc.). The class was a 20 student to 2 teacher ratio. The
class frequently went to on the job trainings for custodial work. Students also frequently visited a
grocery store targeted in the intervention to practice life skills such as buying items for a recipe
and price checking. However, the teachers always were the ones to buy the items at checkout and
typically used cash provided by the day training program. Participants ranged in ages from 19 to
25. The participants had to demonstrate that they could read and follow written instructions,
could follow 1 to 2 step vocal instructions, had the motor ability to press buttons on an
automated payment device, a primary diagnosis of an intellectual or developmental disability, the
need to improve purchasing skills, and expressed interest in participating in the study. Parents
and teachers of potential participants were interviewed to assess if the participants could engage
in the listed skill requirements.
After informed consent was collected, participants were asked to demonstrate the prerequisite
skills. Participants were asked to read the sentences from the automated payment device.
5

Participants were also asked to read and then follow one to two step instructions (e.g., put the
pencil in the cup). Participants were also asked to follow one to two step vocal instructions (e.g.,
stand up and push your chair in.) Participants were asked to push a sequence of numbers on a
calculator to demonstrate if they had the motor ability to push specific buttons.
Walker was a 25-year-old mixed race male diagnosed with PDD- NOS. Walker had limited
math skills. During observations in class, Walker could not perform math operations with money
and needed prompts to perform math skills past double digits. He had complex verbal and social
skills, although often spoke out of turn and frequently spoke off topic. At times he would
respond inappropriately during training, as he would attempt to engage in conversations that
were off topic to the demand and would need prompting to attend to the task at hand. Reading
comprehension was not assessed however he met all inclusion criteria. Reported problem
behaviors at the adult day training included frequently stealing food and infrequent refusal
behavior.
Solomon was a 19-year-old Caucasian male diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder.
Solomon could communicate his wants and needs but struggled to maintain a conversation with
others. He engaged in frequent self-talk and scripting behaviors. According to teacher interviews,
Solomon could engage in high math skills such as triple digit addition and subtraction and could
read on an 8th grade level. Solomon was observed to engage in wandering at the store. He needed
frequent verbal and minimal partial-physical prompts to stay in the area (i.e., within arm’s length
to three feet away from supervising adult). He did not engage in these behaviors once he was in
the check-out line.
Alex was a 24-year-old Caucasian male diagnosed with PDD- NOS and ODD. Alex had
complex social and verbal skills. He was observed to read and write in paragraphs on a 3rd grade
6

level. Alex met all inclusion criteria. Alex was reported to engage in verbal and physical
aggression as well as property destruction at both his group home and adult day training
programs. Although problem behaviors were not observed during sessions, prior engagement in
problem behavior sometimes interfered with his availability for participating in sessions.
SETTING
All training and baseline trials were conducted in a classroom at the participant’s ADT. All
generalization probes were conducted in community stores that were within walking distance of
the participant’s day programs. Winn Dixie, Sonoco, and Publix were the generalization targets.
The novel store probe was conducted at Walgreen’s.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experimental design for the study, modeled after Rowe and Test (2013), was a multiple
baseline across participants design (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). The multiple baseline
across participants design demonstrates experimental control by visually displaying an effect on
the behavior only when the intervention is implemented (Kazdin, 2011). Although each
participant undergoes an AB design, control was demonstrated in the replication of the behavior
effect across participants.
MATERIALS
SIMULATED APM
Stimuli features were selected based on analysis of the types of APMs that clients were
most likely to experience in the surrounding community. This study was targeting general case
programming in a specific area of the community and therefore only sampled the range of
stimuli and response topographies found in a small but socially valid area. Most participants
lived in the area and therefore it was highly likely that they would encounter the same APMs in
7

the future. All participants made weekly shopping trips to the store to practice functional living
skills (i.e., made a list to cook a meal, purchased the food items at the store, and then took it back
at the ADT). Multiple stores were sampled and a task analysis was written for each machine
(Table 1). Also, pictures of the screens at each step were acquired. A Verifone APM (i.e., the
debit card machine used in stores to purchase items) was used during simulated trainings (Figure
1). Three sets of static pictures, one set for each store analyzed, were used during training (Table
2). The static pictures were attached by Velcro to the front screen to simulate a real screen.
DEBIT CARD
A bank account with a small amount of money (less than $50) was set up by the
researcher for all participants to share. There was one shared debit card that had a randomized
pin number set up by the researcher. All participants used the same pin number. During baseline
conditions only, participants were given a slip of paper with the four digit pin number to allow
the opportunity to perform the pin number step correctly.
DATA COLLECTION
During baseline, training, and generalization trials, data was collected on the percentage
of steps completed correctly (see Appendix A). During baseline and generalization assessments,
a correct response was scored if the participant independently engaged in the correct response for
that step within 10s. An incorrect response was scored if the participant failed to complete a step
independently within 10s, completed the step incorrectly, or were prompted by an uncontrolled
third party before the opportunity to engage in the skill independently (i.e., if the cashier during
the store probes prompted participants to press a button or take their receipt). During training, a
correct response was recorded if the participant independently engaged in the correct response
within 5s. An incorrect response was recorded if the participant engaged in the incorrect
8

response or failed to engage in the correct response within 5s. The total number of steps
performed correctly was divided by the total number of steps in the task analysis for that
particular stimuli and multiplied by 100 to yield a percentage correct score.
IOA
Sessions were video recorded for later scoring. Point by point interobserver agreement
was conducted for 35% of all baseline, training and in classroom post-training trials. IOA was
collected for only 29% of baseline and post-training generalization probes as two stores revoked
their permission to video record during sessions. An agreement was scored if both observers
recorded the step as correct or incorrect. A disagreement was scored if one observer recorded a
step as incorrect and the other observer recorded a step as correct. The total number of
agreements was divided by the total number of steps and multiplied by 100 to yield a percentage.
Results are displayed in Table 3. For Walker, 39% of baseline, training, and post-training
sessions and 29% of all generalization sessions were scored for IOA data collection. IOA
averaged 97% agreement for baseline, training, and post-training. IOA averaged 100% for
baseline generalization sessions scored. For Solomon, 43% of baseline, training, and posttraining sessions as well as 43% generalization probes were scored for IOA data. IOA for
Solomon averaged a 95% agreement for all baseline, training, and post-training sessions. IOA
averaged 95% agreement for baseline and post-training generalization sessions. Alex had 38%
of all baseline, training, and post-training sessions and 14% of generalization probes scored for
IOA. IOA averaged 94% for all baseline, training, and post-training sessions. For the one
baseline generalization probe scored for IOA, the principal investigator and research assistant
were in 100% agreement.
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TREATMENT INTERGRITY
Treatment integrity was collected for 22% of all baseline, training, and post-training
sessions and 11% of all generalization probes. The researcher was scored on a yes or no binary
system for the procedural steps for that condition. A percentage was calculated by dividing the
number of procedural steps followed correctly divided by the total number of steps (Appendix
B). Treatment integrity averaged 99% for Walker, 100% for Solomon, and 97% for Alex across
all sessions.
SOCIAL VALIDITY
At the end of the study participants were asked to rate the degree of acceptability and
effectiveness of the treatment procedures. The researcher read three questions that assessed the
acceptability and effectiveness of the treatment aloud to the participants. Participants were asked
to rate the questions on a three point Likert-type scale (Appendix C). Participants were also
asked one yes or no question (“Have you used a debit card since you learned how to use debit
cards with me?”) to determine if the intervention was used outside of training.
BASELINE
Baseline data was collected in the classroom setting using the simulated APM. An openended interviewed was used to assess participants preference for low cost items found in most of
the stores (e.g., edibles, drinks, art supplies, small toys). Materials (i.e., the debit card,
participant’s wallet, and simulated APM) were placed in front of the participant at a desk. The
participant was given the wallet and told to get ready by putting the wallet in their pocket. If the
participant did not have a pocket it was placed on their lap. The researcher stated, “Today we
will pretend we are shopping. I want you to use your debit card and this machine to buy your
things. Show me how you would do this.” The first step in each task analysis was to get out the
10

wallet. If the participant failed to respond within 10s, the researcher advanced to the next step in
the chain by providing the next picture in the sequence and stating, “This is the next screen.
Show me what you would do.” This process continued for the entire chain. A correct response
was scored if the participant independently engaged in the correct response for that step within
10s. An incorrect response was scored if the participant failed to complete a step independently
within 10s or completed the step incorrectly. The participant was thanked for their compliance
(i.e., “Thanks for working with me!”) but no feedback on their performance was provided.
GENERALIZATION BASELINE PROBES
During generalization baseline probes, participants were assessed based on a multiple
opportunity method. Participants were taken into the store and allowed to pick one item to buy
under five dollars. The cashier at the register was advised to not provide any prompts while the
participant engaged in the purchasing skill. The researcher stated a similar script as used in the
classroom setting. (i.e., “Show me how you would buy this.”). The participant already had the
debit card along with a slip of paper with the pin number inside their wallet. The participant had
10s to engage in the skill. If the participant failed to engage in the skill within 10s or responded
incorrectly the researcher recorded the step as incorrect, used a clipboard to block the view of the
participant, and advanced the device to the next screen. At the next screen the researcher stated,
“This is the next screen. Show me what you would do.” If the screen could not be advanced to
the next screen, the researcher restarted the trial by having the cashier reset the APM and
allowed the participant to attempt the next step after the failed screen. The participant then had
the opportunity to complete the rest of the chain independently. For Solomon, the researcher
directed him to stay within the area by verbally prompting one time to stand near the register
before the beginning of the trial (i.e., “We are about to check out. You need to stay in line and
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wait for your turn.”). Solomon never left the area after the one prompt to stand in line and no
other feedback was delivered to any of the other participants. A total of correct responses was
divided by the total steps and multiplied by 100 to yield a percentage of independently
completed steps.
TRAINING
Training was conducted in the same classroom setting, using the same materials, and
instructional script as baseline trials. At the beginning of each trial, participants were given an
array of items that they could “buy” during training. They could choose one item to buy. At the
completion of each trial they would have access to the item they “purchased.” A trial was
defined as finishing the task analysis for one store. Each training trial, which included one BST
trial and one participant rehearsal scored trial, took on average ten minutes to complete. Sessions
included at least three trials, one for each store. Each session never had more than 10 trials for
the same store. The average trials per day for one store was six.
BST was implemented to teach participants to use the APM. First, the researcher
provided instructions and modeled each step in the sequence. For each step, the researcher gave
the participant the opportunity to rehearse the step just modeled and the researcher provided
corrective feedback and praise. After the researcher completed the whole chain for one store set,
the participant had the opportunity to imitate the correct responses for the entire chain without a
model. Corrective feedback and praise was delivered after each step and data was collected on
the number of steps performed correctly during the trial. If participants did not respond within 5s
or made an incorrect response, a three step least to most prompting hierarchy was used (Table 4).
After each prompt, participants had 5s to respond before another prompt level was used. If not
completed, the step was recorded wrong and the appropriate prompt level implemented was
12

recorded. The researcher asked participants to attempt the step again. If participants failed to
initiate the step within 5s or made an incorrect response, the researcher physically prompted
participants to engage in the correct response and then advanced the slide to the next screen. If a
participant dropped below 100% for one trial, a booster training was conducted immediately
following the failed trial. Booster trainings used instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback,
as initially described above, until the participant completed the steps with 100% accuracy.
Participants then had the opportunity to complete the trial independently after each BST training.
Again, if an error occurred, the least to most prompting hierarchy was used to correct
performance. Correct responses were reinforced with behavior specific praise and attention (e.g.,
smiles, high fives, fist bumps) as well as brief access to the tangible reinforcer they “purchased”
during training. The participant practiced the same chain for one particular stimuli set until they
performed that set without corrective feedback or prompts for three consecutive opportunities.
After three consecutive trials were performed correctly, the next set was introduced. All three
stimuli sets were rehearsed using the same procedures. Participants had to master all three store
sets before moving into post-training.
POST-TRAINING
The same instructional method and script in baseline was used during post-training. If a
participant dropped below 95% for 2 consecutive trials, a booster training was implemented.
Booster trainings included the same procedures as the initial BST training. The researcher
modeled each step of the chain while providing instructions on each step. The participant then
had to model the correct behavior for the entire chain as the researcher provided corrective
feedback and praise after each step. The booster training sampled all three store sets and the
participants were required to engage in the correct chain for all three sets independently for three
13

consecutive trials before continuing in the post-training phase again. Termination criteria was
when all three store sets were sampled at least three times. The last three trials of any given store
had to be completed with a score of 90% or above of correct responses.
GENERALIZATION
Generalization data was collected at the same three community stores selected for
training to assess if participants could generalize the skill to the natural environment.
Generalization probes occurred approximately one week after training was completed. One probe
was also conducted at a novel store to test for generalization across an untrained store. For two
participants maintenance probes were also conducted. The same procedures for baseline
generalization probes were implemented during post-training generalization probes and
maintenance probes.

Table 1.
Store list and task analysis of each store sampled.
Training/Generalization Store
Sunoco (Gas Station)

Task Analysis of Skill
1. Get wallet out
2. Get out debit card
3. Hold card with the numbers facing up.
4. Check the back to make sure the magnetic strip is on the
back side closest to the machine
5. Align bottom of card with top of the swiping device.
6. Insert card in the top of the swiping device and swipe
quickly in one straight down swipe only once.
7. Put card in wallet.
8. Press debit
9. Enter 4 digit pin number
10. Press enter
11. Wait without touching the machine.
12. Press yes
13. Take your items and receipt.
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Table 1 (Continued)
Publix (Grocery Store)

Winn Dixie (Grocery Store)

1. Get wallet out
2. Get out debit card
3. Hold card with the numbers facing up.
4. Turn card to where square chip is facing towards the
machine first (upper center).
5. Insert card into machine with card number facing up and
chip square face up and inserted first.
6. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
7. Press No
8. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
9. Enter 4 digit pin number
10. Press enter
11. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
12. Remove card from machine.
13. Put the card back into your wallet
14. Take your items and receipt.
1. Press No
2. Get wallet out
3. Get out debit card
4. Hold card with the numbers facing up.
5. Turn card to where square chip is facing towards the
machine first (upper center).
6. Insert card into machine with card number facing up and
chip square face up and inserted first.
7. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
8. Press No
9. Press yes
10. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
11. Enter 4 digit pin number
12. Press enter
13. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
14. Remove card from machine.
15. Put the card back into your wallet
16. Take your items and receipt.
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Table 1 (Continued)
Novel Store
Walgreens (Pharmacy)

Task Analysis of Skill
1. Get wallet out
2. Get out debit card
3. Hold card with the numbers facing up.
4. Turn card to where square chip is facing towards the
machine first (upper center).
5. Insert card into machine with card number facing up and
chip square face up and inserted first.
6. Enter 4 digit pin number
7. Press Enter
8. Do not remove card-Leave card in the machine until it
tells you remove card or it beeps.
9. Remove card from machine
10. Put the card back into your wallet
11. Take your items and
receipt.

Table 2
Example of Static Pictures and Task Analysis of Skill
Stimuli Pictures to be used in Simulated APM

Task Analysis Steps to be Performed
1. Press No

Picture 1
2. Get wallet out
3. Get out debit card
4. Hold card with numbers facing
up
5. Turn card to where square chip
is facing towards the machine
first (upper center).
6. Insert card into machine with
card number facing up and chip
square face up and inserted first.

Picture 2
16

Table 2 (Continued)
7. Do not remove card-Leave card
in the machine until it tells you
remove card or it beeps.

Picture 3
8. Press no

Picture 4
9. Press yes

Picture 5
10. Do not remove card-Leave card
in the machine until it tells you
remove card or it beeps.

Picture 6
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Table 2 (Continued)
11. Enter 4-digit PIN number
12. Press enter

Picture 7
13. Do not remove card-Leave card
in the machine until it tells you
remove card or it beeps.

Picture 8
14. Remove card from machine.
15. Put the card back in your wallet.
16. Take your items/receipt.

Picture 9
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Table 3
Average IOA per participant across all phases.
Baseline
Average
IOA
Walker
Solomon
Alex

92%
88%
87%

Baseline
Generalization
Probes
Average IOA
100%
86%
100%
*only one
store assessed

Training
Average
IOA
99%
96%
98%

PostTraining
Average
IOA
100%
100%
98%

Post-training
Generalization
Probes
Average IOA
None collected
100%
None collected

Table 4
Order and Description of Least to Most Prompting Hierarchy Used in Training Trials.
Order of least to most prompting used
1. Gesture

2. Modeling with verbal

3. Physical guidance with verbal

Description of prompt
The researcher will provide a nonspecific
verbal prompt that either suggests to follow
directions on the screen to complete the step
or suggests they are missing a step. (E.g., The
researcher will either say “What’s next?” or
“Read the screen.”.)
The researcher will deliver the verbal
instruction while modeling the correct
response. (E.g., The researcher will hold the
card facing up and insert the debit card while
saying, “Hold your card with numbers up and
put your card in like this.”)
The researcher will deliver the verbal
instructions while using hand over hand
guidance to have the participant engage in the
correct skill. (E.g., The researcher will place
their hand over the participant’s hand and
guide them to insert the card the card while
stating, “Put your card in.”)
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Figure 1. A picture of the APM machine that was used during in classroom baseline, trainings,
and post training sessions.
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CHAPTER 3:
RESULTS

Figure 2 displays the results for all three participants. Training data is found in Figure 3,
4, and 5 and social validity responses are found in Table 5. None of the participants dropped
below a 70% steps correct during post-training.
Walker on average performed 31% of steps correctly during simulated baseline trials and
on average 78% of steps correctly during baseline in store probes. Walker required 20 trials
across three days in a two week time frame with an average of 7 trials per session to meet
mastery criteria. Walker met mastery criteria for Publix within 10 trials, then Winn Dixie within
6 trials, and finally Sunoco in 8 trials. During post-training, Walker performed on average 97%
of steps correctly. Walker was the only participant that required a booster training session after
performing below mastery criteria for 2 consecutive trials (88% for trial 6 and 92% for trial 7). In
post-training generalization probes, Walker performed on average 89% of steps correctly during
probe opportunities and generalized to a novel untrained store with 90% accuracy. One month
follow-up probes were conducted to evaluate maintenance of the skill. Two stores were chosen
based on staff availability to walk to the closest stores, which were one trained store (Publix) and
the novel store (Walgreens). Walker performed an average of 73% of the steps correctly during
the probes.
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Solomon on average performed 65% of steps correctly during simulated baseline trials
and on average 72% of trials correctly during baseline in store probes. Solomon met mastery
criteria in 22 trials across four days in a two-week time frame with an average of 5.5 trials per
session. Solomon met mastery criteria for Winn Dixie within 10 trials, Publix within 4 trials, and
then Sunoco within 8 trials. During post-training Solomon performed on average 99% of steps
correctly. Solomon on average performed 87% of step correctly during post-training
generalization probes and generalized to a novel untrained store with 91% accuracy. A fivemonth follow-up probe was conducted to evaluate maintenance of the skill for Solomon and
targeted the same two stores as Walker’s maintenance probes. Solomon performed an average of
88% of the steps correctly during the probes. This score was substantially higher than his
baseline probe average and close to his post-training generalization probe average suggesting
successful maintenance of the skill.
Alex scored on average 64% of steps correctly during simulated baseline trials and on
average 68% of steps correctly during in store baseline probes. Alex met mastery criteria in 20
trials across 5 days with an average of 4 trials conducted per session. Alex was engaging in
problem behaviors throughout the study that sometimes hindered his ability to participate.
Therefore, session days (5 days) were conducted across a three-week time frame. Alex met
criteria for Winn Dixie within 12 trials, Publix within 3 trials, and Sunoco within 5 trials. On
average, Alex scored 95% of the steps correctly in the post-training phase. In post-training
generalization probes, Alex performed on average 93% of steps correctly during probe
opportunities and generalized to a novel untrained store with 83% accuracy.
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SOCIAL VALIDITY RESULTS
Social validity responses were coded with 1 being the lowest score that signified the least
favorable response and 3 being the highest score with the most favorable response. There was a
total of 15 possible points. Results are displayed in Table 5. Overall, participants indicated a high
acceptability with treatment. Walker rated all questions as a 3 for a total of 15 points. Solomon
scored an 11 and Alex scored a 14 for the questionnaire. However, 2 out of 3 participants
indicated that they did not have an opportunity to use a debit card after the completion of the
study.

Table 5
Social validity responses displayed by responses per participant and question.
Question

P2 LYF SW
Responses
“Yes, actually no.
Mom didn’t buy me
one yet.”

P3 LYF WS
Responses
“Yes, (group home
staff) let me buy
hygiene stuff and
clothes.”

I liked learning how
to use a debit card.

Liked it/Its okay (2)

Love it (3)

P4 LYF AW
Responses
“No, I would like to
do more on it just so I
can get experiences
on how to do it again.
I would like to learn
it again.”
Love it (3)

I feel more confident
about buying items in
the store.

The same (2)

I feel really
confident/I feel a lot
better (3)

I feel really
confident/I feel a lot
better (3)

I would like to use the
debit card rather
than cash to buy
items.

Liked it/Its okay (2)

I love that idea (3)

Liked it/Its okay (2)

Have you used a
debit card since you
learned how to use
debit cards with me?
(Open ended)
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Table 5 (Continued)
I think using the debit
card is easy.

Really Easy (3)

Really easy (3)

Really easy (3)

I feel like I am more
independent in the
store and can go
shopping by myself
because I learned
how to use the debit
card.
Total Score (Out of
15 for highest rating
for all questions)

I felt like that before.
(2)

I feel very
independent because
of this new skill. (3)

I feel very
independent because
of this new skill. (3)

11

15

14
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Figure 2. Results for baseline, post-training, and generalization phases. Closed markers represent
performance on the simulated APM. Open markers represents performance during generalization
probes to real stores. Triangle markers represent Publix stimuli. Square markers represent WinnDixie stimuli. Circle markers represent Sunoco stimuli. Diamond markers represent the novel
store probes, Walgreens.
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Figure 3. Results for Walker’s training trials in the classroom setting. The data indicated the
scored trials after BST trial was conducted. Closed triangle markers represent Publix simulated
stimuli. Square markers represent Winn-Dixie simulated stimuli. Circle markers represent
Sunoco simulated stimuli.

Figure 4. Results for Solomon’s training trials in the classroom setting. The data indicated the
scored trials after BST trial was conducted. Closed triangle markers represent Publix simulated
stimuli. Square markers represent Winn-Dixie simulated stimuli. Circle markers represent
Sunoco simulated stimuli.
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Figure 5. Results for Alex’s training trials in the classroom setting. The data indicated the scored
trials after BST trial was conducted. Closed triangle markers represent Publix simulated stimuli.
Square markers represent Winn-Dixie simulated stimuli. Circle markers represent Sunoco
simulated stimuli.
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CHAPTER 4:
DISCUSSION
This study aimed to evaluate the extent to which using simulated stimuli would increase
the correct use of an APM in contrived settings and the extent to which the correct use of an
APM would generalize to novel settings when using a general case programming approach. All
three participants were able to complete the skill in a contrived setting and generalize skills to the
natural setting of those stores targeted during training as well as to one novel store. These results
help to add to the existing literature suggesting that a general case programming approach can
help to facilitate generalization to novel stimuli in the natural environment (e.g., Neef et al.,
1990; Rowe & Test, 2013). Scores may have been slightly higher if data collection procedures
were different. Incorrect responses were recorded if the participant was prompted by the cashier
before the opportunity to engage in the current step, such as if the cashier had delivered the
receipt and items before the participant had the opportunity to engage in the skill themselves.
This is what would naturally occur in the store setting and future research should evaluate the
how many steps the participants can engage independently without counting prompts against the
total score.
Although, overall averages indicated a progress towards the goal of the research, there
was still variable responding across individuals. For Walker, generalization probes were not
much higher than baseline probes; however, responding became more consistent after training. A
couple of factors may have contributed to this result. During baseline probes, one cashier
provided corrective feedback throughout the transaction (although they were instructed not to
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provide feedback) for incorrect steps and prompted appropriate responding, which may have
increased correct responses at the other two stores. This is evident again in Alex’s data in
baseline. For post-training probes, this store was targeted last to combat the possible carryover
effects that may have occurred due to the cashier’s feedback. For Solomon the post-training
generalization probe for Sunoco was lower than other probes possibly due to other distractors in
the environment. During the transaction, the cashier was jumping between two registers to
attempt to check out the participant and another patron at the same time. Also the cashier was
engaging in a phone call during the transaction. With all of these extra distractions, Solomon
struggled to attend to the task demand and demonstrated a longer latency to respond to the
relevant stimulus.
Nonetheless, Walker still struggled to maintain the skill during a one-month follow up.
Interestingly enough, Solomon maintained skills at a higher level than Walker in a five month
follow up probe. This data suggest that this type of training may not be appropriate for all
individuals and may only be effective for a certain population of individuals. Walker often spoke
off task and needed prompts to attend to the task materials. This resulted in frequently missing
steps during training. A similar situation occurred with a participant that withdrew from the
study due to a failure to respond to treatment. The participant that withdrew failed to reach
criteria during the training phase. Although this participant met criteria for participation, he had
limited skills, difficulties attending to the tasks and displayed frequent echolalia. Multiple
components were added to treatment to attempt to increase correct responding including a
reinforcer sweep, reinforcer after each correct response and imitation, and frequent breaks from
the task demand. However, none of the strategies were effective in increasing compliance and
correct responding and he never completed the first stimuli set in training during the four months
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of participating in the study. For an individual with such limited skills, this BST with a general
case programming approach was ineffective and it begs the question to whether this skill would
be appropriate for similar individuals. Future research should evaluate what other prompting
procedures would be more effective for those individuals with limited verbal skills or interfering
behavioral excesses as well as evaluate the variables influencing maintenance outcomes.
According to the results of the social validity questionnaire, treatment was rated highly
acceptable, however, participants reported that skills were not being utilized outside of training.
This may have influenced maintenance outcomes for the participants tested and could influence
future responding. Even though for these participants, this skill has potentially made them more
independent and could grant them increased access to the community, two out of three
participants did not use or have a card outside of training. This self-report supports the literature
arguing that caregivers are often completing independent living skills for individuals with
disabilities and limiting the opportunity to perform and learn the skill themselves (Gray et al.,
2014). Future research should evaluate the variables controlling the caregiver’s behavior.
Perhaps caregivers are attempting to prevent an aversive situation. Research suggests caregivers
may avoid preventing a task demand to prevent problem behavior occurrence. Motivational
operations could have a stronger effect in the community for avoidance behaviors in caregivers.
Caregivers may also want to prevent the individual with disabilities causing a financial crisis due
to other behavioral deficits with maintaining a bank account and spending habits. Even though
for these participants, this skill has made them more independent with purchasing in the
community, budgeting skills were not evaluated. Budgeting and financial tracking skills should
be a prerequisite skill before giving a debit card to individuals with developmental disabilities
and may have influenced caregiver behavior as well. Response effort could also affect caregiver
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behaviors. Although, technology aided interventions have been effective in previous studies,
caregivers could potentially view the procedures as costly and too much response effort involved
to implement. In the moment, it is less time consuming for the caregiver to just make the
purchase for the individual instead of teaching the skill. Future research should compare
preference for different treatment packages and determine factors influencing treatment protocol
adherence.
The current study did not fully extend the research of Rowe and Test (2013) and failed to
evaluate the extent to which a general case programming approach could be effective in teaching
individuals with developmental disabilities finance tracking skills. Future research should
examine the essential math skills needed to complete this skill and if any additional teaching
procedures are necessary for skill acquisition. Research could also evaluate if caregivers would
allow for more opportunities to practice the skill in the community with individuals who learned
how to track finances versus with individuals who did not have that skill.
During the study, there were also some challenges with staff and community outings.
Training and community probes were conducted based on staff availability. Staff’s availability
and preference fluctuated which interfered with training and probe consistency. Post-training
generalization probes sometimes occurred several weeks (on average 1.5 weeks) after training.
While in the community, there were inconsistencies with data collection and treatment fidelity
implemented by store clerks. IOA and treatment fidelity data collection for in store probes
stopped after Walker’s and Alex’s baseline probes as two of the stores withdrew their verbal
consent for video recording in the store. (Solomon had already completed the study and all
sessions were recorded). The primary investigator initially gained verbal consent from the store
manager’s prior to starting the study and when collecting pictures for the simulated training sets.
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Later in the study, different mangers in the corporate chain disagreed with the original consent.
One store claimed it was against company policy and the other store was concerned about the
confidentiality of the store clerks and other shoppers. Although store clerks were advised to
refrain from providing feedback during the transaction, one store clerk continued to provide
corrective feedback after incorrect steps had been completed. Some store clerks also prompted
the appropriate response before the participant had the opportunity to complete the step
independently. For example, the clerk would ask the participant about a rewards program the
store offered before the participant had the opportunity to respond on the APM independently
and initiate the task sequence. Although clerk responding was a variable the study aimed to
control for, minor prompts, such as in the example above, may aide in maintenance of the skills.
These verbal prompts are also more discreet than visual and or other technology aided prompts
as this is a naturally occurring behavior for some clerks.
To conclude, this study found that for three participants a general case programming
approach using simulated stimuli was effective at teaching correct use of an APM in a contrived
setting and generalized to novel settings. Future research should aim to further evaluate factors
influencing caregiver’s behavior of promoting individuals to use purchasing skills, evaluate
further skills related to purchasing behaviors that would aide in independent living, and evaluate
the variables controlling maintenance and acquisition of debit card skills.
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APPENDIX A:
DATA COLLECTION SHEET EXAMPLE SHEET: BASELINE, POST-TRIANING,
AND GENERALIZATION POBE DATA COLLECT SHEET FOR PUBLIX
Ins tructi ons : The pa rti ci pa nt wi l l ha ve 10 s econds to s ta rt the s ki l l . If the pa rti ci pa nt does not s ta rt the s ki l l wi th i n 10s or
compl etes the s tep i ncorrectl y ma rk no a nd the res ea rcher wi l l a dva nce the pi cture to the next s l i de. If they s ta rt the s tep wi thi n
10 s a nd compl ete the s ki l l correctl y then ma rk yes
Date/Trial #: Date/Trial #: Date/Trial #: Date/Trial #: Date/Trial #: Date/Trial #: Date/Trial #:

STEP
1. Get wa l l et out

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

Y

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

N

2. Get out debi t ca rd
3. Hol d ca rd wi th the numbers fa ci ng up.
4. Turn ca rd to where s qua re chi p i s fa ci ng
towa rds the ma chi ne fi rs t (upper center).
5. Ins ert ca rd i nto ma chi ne wi th ca rd number
fa ci ng up a nd chi p s qua re fa ce up a nd
i ns erted fi rs t.
6. Do not remove ca rd-Lea ve ca rd i n the
ma chi ne unti l i t tel l s you remove ca rd or i t
beeps .
7. Pres s No
8. Do not remove ca rd-Lea ve ca rd i n the
ma chi ne unti l i t tel l s you remove ca rd or i t
beeps .
9. Enter 4 di gi t pi n number
10. Pres s enter
11. Do not remove ca rd-Lea ve ca rd i n the
ma chi ne unti l i t tel l s you remove ca rd or i t
beeps .
12. Remove ca rd from ma chi ne.

13. Put the ca rd ba ck i nto your wa l l et

14. Ta ke your i tems a nd recei pt.

Total
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APPENDIX B:
TREATMENT FIDELITY CHECKLIST: EXAMPLE: TRAINING FOR SUNOCO
Ins tructi ons : Mark yes i f the res earcher compl eted the s tep correctl y. Mark no i f the res earcher di d not compl ete the s ki l l or
compl eted the s ki l l i ncorrectl y. Wri te N/A i f the s tep was not appl i cabl e. Correcti ve feedback i s des i gned to mean any feedback
del i vered- wei ther i t be prai s e for appropri ate behavi or or correcti ve s tatements for i nappropri ate model i mi tati on

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y

N
N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y
Y
Y

N
N
N

Y

N

28. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Take your i tems or recei pt. " and provi des feedback and pri as e

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

29. Res earcher tel l s parti ci pant to attempt the s ki l l

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

1. Wal l et, APM, debi t card, and pi ctures are pres ent
2. Res earcher offers parti ci pant to "buy" an i tem duri ng trai ni ng
3. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi ons for "get wal l et out"
4. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "get wal l et out" and provi des feedback and pri as e
5. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi ons for "get out debi t card."
6. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "get out debi t card." and provi des feedback and pri as e
7. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "hol d card wi th the numbers fa ci ng up."
8. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "hol d card wi th the numbers fa ci ng up." and provi des feedback and pri as e
9. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for " Check back to make s ure the magneti c s tri p i s on the back s i de
cl os es t to the machi ne."
10. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "" Check back to make s ure the magneti c s tri p i s on the back s i de cl os es t
to the machi ne.") and provi des feedback and pri as e
11. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for " Al i gn bottom of card wi th top of the s wi pi ng machi ne."
12. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Al i gn bottom of card wi th top of the s wi pi ng devi ce." and provi des
feedback and pri as e
13. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Ins ert card i nto the top of the s wi pi ng devi ce and s wi pe qui ckl y
i n one s trai ght down s wi pe. Swi pe onl y once.
14. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Ins ert card i nto the top of the s wi pi ng devi ce and s wi pe qui ckl y i n one
s trai ght down s wi pe. Swi pe onl y once." and provi des feedback and pri as e
15. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Put card back i n wal l et."
16. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Put card back i n wal l et." and provi des feedback and prai s e
17. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Pres s Debi t"
18. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Pres s Debi t" and provi des feedback and pri as e
19. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Enter 4 di gi t pi n number."
20. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Enter 4 di gi t pi n number." and provi des feedback and prai s e
21. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Pres s enter"
22. Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Pres s enter" and proi vdes feedback and pri as e
23. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Wai t wi thout touchi ng"
24.Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Wai t wi thout touchi ng" and provi des feedback and pri as e
25. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Pres s Yes "
26.Res earcher as ks parti ci pant to i mi tate "Pres s Yes " and provi des feedback and pri as e
27. Res earcher provi des model and i ns tructi on for "Take your i tems or recei pt. "

30. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "get wal l et out" or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or
i ncorrect
31. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "get out debi t card." or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs
or i ncorrect
32. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for"hol d card wi th the numbers fa ci ng up." or corrects the s ki l l i f
i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or i ncorrect
33. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Check back to make s ure the magneti c s tri p i s on the back s i de
cl os es t to the machi ne." or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or i ncorrect
34. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Al i gn bottom of card wi th top of the s wi pi ng devi ce." or corrects
the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or i ncorrect
35. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Ins ert card i nto the top of the s wi pi ng devi ce and s wi pe qui ckl y i n
one s trai ght down s wi pe. Swi pe onl y once." or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or i ncorrect
36. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for ""Put card back i n wal l et.". or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n
5 s ecs or i ncorrect
37. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Pres s Debi t" or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or
i ncorrect
38. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Enter 4 di gi t pi n number". or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5
s ecs or i ncorrect

Y

N

39. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Pres s enter" or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or
i ncorrect

Y

N

40. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Wai t wi thout touchi ng" or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5
s ecs or i ncorrect

Y

N

Y
Y

N
N

41. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Pres s Yes " or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete w/i n 5 s ecs or
i ncorrect
42. Res earcher provi des correcti ve feedback for "Take your i tems or recei pt. " or corrects the s ki l l i f i ncompl ete
w/i n 5 s ecs or i ncorrect

Total opportunities correct/ Total steps:___________________
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APPENDIX C:
AOCIAL VALIDITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Social Validity
The researcher will ask the participant the following questions verbally and ask them to rate the
question based on the answer they feel best answers the question.
First the researcher will assess if the child has the ability to answer the questions by asking them
this question:
“ I really like (favorite food item).”
Please choose the best answer: I hate it, I like it/its okay, or I love it.
If they can understand the answer and the answer options then they can participate in the survey.

1. I liked learning how to use a debit card.
I hated it
I like it/its okay
I loved it
2. I feel more confident about buying items in the store.
I don’t think so
I feel the same
I feel really confident/I feel a lot better
3. I would like to use the debit card rather than cash to buy items.
I hate that idea
I like it/its okay
I love that idea
4. I think using the debit card is easy.
No not at all
It is okay
It is really easy.
5. I feel like I am more independent in the store and can go shopping by myself because I
learned how to use the debit card.
I don’t think so
I felt like that before
I feel very independent because of
this new skill.
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